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No matter how peppy you are or how much you love life, there are days when you are just on everything. I'm not talking about my average bad day, or the day when you have a serious case of blues. I'm talking about those days when you're doing that you start channeling Michelle from Gilmore Girls. Those are the days
when the thought of interacting with another person seems plausible as Santa Claus falling out of his chimney with a plane ticket to Hawaii in his big red sack. When you're feeling like this and are just on all things, Netflix has its back. When you indulge in your inner mankind, you don't want to see any feel-good movies
that are trying to make you feel better about humanity. You can see those the next day when Dunzo Blass has left you to return to your usual sunny self. When you're over your work drama, waiting in line at the grocery store, and the way even noisy neighbors next door, you need movies that revel in the bad behavior
you do the way too civilised to condone in real life. You need teens who don't care what anyone thinks and the absurd humor that highlights the absurdity of it all. You need these 17 movies on Netflix that are perfect for when you're just doing everything. Wet hot American SummerCamp firewood is a place where a talk
of beans can make, space debris falling from the sky, and Amy Poehler being a total owner. Sit back and soothe the absurd humor what illness you do. 2 । Flying between Heathers the acidic insult Heather and twisted love story, this movie has supplements of the '80s schadenfreude you need. 3 । The darkly funny film
about a hit man and his babysitter in BrugesThis is completely undervalued, and a reminder that even his worst day is nowhere near as bad as people Colin Farrell's character. 4 । Galaxy Questlan Rickman's Darol commentary makes this movie an imperative when you're done perfectly with everything sabas. Your
sister's SisterThe odd level is as high as it can go freak, but this story of three people who are completely left out of sorts after an unexpected one-night stand will make you forget about your problems and focus on theirs instead. 6 । Addams FamilyWednesday Addams will always be there for you in your time of need. 7 ।
Meaning GirlsThere means there's no bad time to watch Girls.8. Hot Fuzza police officer who is so good at his job he gets transferred to a village in the middle of nowhere so he will stop making his co-worker look bad the kind of guy you want to spend a well of the day with. 9 । Cruel intentionsKathryn is the patron saint
of bad girls, and the perfect character to help you navigate a grouse mood. 10 । Practical MagicSeeing Two Awesome Your Powers Bossing women is bound to make you feel like you can win anything. 11 । Good burgerGo back to your childhood with this ode to work at the fast food chain foolish. 12. Could Francis
HaWhy feel dissatisfied alone when you feel dissatisfied with Francis? 13 । Tucker and Dell Vs EvilIf you are not a horror fan, you may want to leave this one, but if you are a fan of slasher films, this satire will make you laugh away at Blas. 14 । Holwatch Shia LaBeouf is trying to break his family's curse and glad you
haven't been sent to a camp where you dig holes every single day. 15 । Being as charming as Sunset Boulevard Classic Noir Sunset Boulevard will make you forget all your troubles. Princess BrideYes, it's a kiss story, but adventure, comedy, and unforgettable one-liners never get old. 17 । Chicken RunThese poor
chickens are trying to avoid becoming food — and yes, it's as hilarious as it sounds. Everyone has days when they've finished everything sometimes. When it's with you, snuggle under your favorite blanket, break your laptop, and queue up these movies on Netflix. Little downtime with wicked smart fantasy characters will
be making you feel better about things in no time. Image: Sign up for the new World Cinema BuzzFeed Quiz newsletter - binge on the latest quizzes given right to your inbox with the quiz newsletter! Source: Thinkstock You probably already know that DVD and Blu-ray discs are slowly but surely going the way of VHS
tape as people switch to online services to buy, rent and watch movies faster. While some may mourn the loss of tangible in our everyday lives, watching online-based movies eliminates problems with losing or damaging delicate discs and makes movies available on a variety of platforms so you can watch movies without
remembering you anywhere, anytime, to grab your DVD. Of course illegal downloading and streaming is very popular, but it deprives many people who work to make a film of the compensation they deserve for their blood, sweat and tears. Also available options can often be low quality and if you don't know what you're
doing you run the risk of infecting your computer or mobile device with viruses. Here's a guide to many different legal ways to watch movies online for people unfamiliar with the process who are longing to break free from scratch-DVD hell. Yes, it will cost you a little money, but there are many advantages on both
traditional DVDs and illegal downloading. Streaming services is one of the options for viewing content online. One of the more popular ways is using an online streaming service like Netflix, Hulu Plus, or Amazon's Prime Instant Video. Those services charge either monthly or yearly and give you access to multiple
content, although there is always the chance that any streaming service you're looking for won't be on any streaming service. The content accessing these services is always changing as they create Deals, so you're not stuck with the same option month after month. The above services are also great for watching TV and
have started making their original shows to compete on the TV market. Many of those shows, like Netflix's House of Cards and Orange is the New Black, have gotten glowing reviews. There are some limited options for online streaming that are both legal and free. Crackle is a website that offers movies and TV shows to
stream for free, but it's ad-supported and you're seeing about as many ads as watching programming on cable. The volume of content Crackle offers is also slimmer picking than subscription services, as the site doesn't have the financial muscle to purchase huge content like big sites, so it can be difficult to find your
favorite movie. The disadvantage for an online streaming service is that you are at the mercy of the content that the company has available to offer; You just can't pick up any film under the sun and be guaranteed to be able to watch it. You don't even own movies, so if Netflix gets rid of your favorite movie, you'll find
yourself unable to watch it. One way to own movies and watch them online is to download them. Whether you're a Google or Apple fan, both iTunes and the Google Play Store offer movies to buy through accounts that become your own. The new release costs around $20; A DVD will cost about the same price, although
a digital copy cannot be lost or damaged. Of course, buying individual titles is more expensive than paying small fees for a streaming service and gaining access to a greater number of content. Both iTunes and Google Play also offer movies to rent for a lower price. Renting gives you a chance to watch the film once in a
period of 30 days and after finishing it 24 hours, you have clicked Play. Those options are also great for switching between devices, because iTunes and Google Play will remember where you are in the movie if you're interrupted and want to switch from your TV to your tablet or smartphone. Amazon offers movies to buy
or rent at the same price points as Apple and Google, and you don't need a Prime subscription to access that service. Whether you like yourself or stream movies, watching movies online is the way to go if you're sick of dealing with DVDs and Blu-ray discs. There are plenty of safe, legal options that don't cost too much
and allow you to look at all your devices at your convenience. Check out the Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet: Disney+ has finally started with an embarrassment of riches to you to peruse. While much has been written about what is and what is not included on the service,
we have not yet devoted much space to just how good films and shows are. Until we do something good can touch on the known from Here and there, we want to highlight films beyond the obvious title. And those include movies from Twentieth Century Fox, which Disney famously acquired this year, largely feed its new
streaming service. Here are seven features that are worth a look at Alphabetical Order Disney+. Chesnot/Getty Images 'Free Solo' We will make a perfect start with the bat with a film that people don't think about when they think about Disney. However, Disney owns National Geographic, which made the stunning
documentary that won the Best Documentary Feature Oscar earlier this year. Central figure Alex Honnold, a renowned climber who decides to scale the sheer cliff face El Capitan in Yosemite National Park is nothing but using his bare hands. Those who fear heights may want to walk lightly with this one, but for everyone
it's an incredible journey. 'Iron Man' Saved and Conquered the World With Avengers: Endgame, it's really kind of refreshing to go back to the very first feature of the Marvel Cinematic Universe in 2008. While there is no shortage of visual excitement, the film now looks like bizarre and charmingly small compared to
today's action extravaganza. Remember, it was a time when the troubled Robert Downey Jr. casting was a gamble. Paid off, right? 'Marvel on 34th Street' (1947) This is one of the Fox movies Disney acquired, and with holidays just around the corner, we couldn't contain it. Natalie Wood, then 9 years old, plays a girl who
isn't inclined to believe in Santa Claus — until she meets one who seems particularly convincing and very devoted to her job. She was worried about Christmas being too long commercial before Charlie Brown. Since the film starts with Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade and closes with Christmas, it bookends the holidays
well, and you'll never find a movie Santa more amazing than Edmund Gwen, who won an Oscar for it. 'Muppet Movie' debut and still the best Muppet movie, entirely on the strength of the classic rainbow connection alone. Recent attempts to revive the Muppets have been hit or missed, so watch this movie hold them at
its full strength. Look for a ton of star cameos from the likes of Steve Martin, Mel Brooks, Orson Welles and Richard Pryor. Lovers and dreamers unite! 'Sandlot' may claim many film to be a baseball classic, but a lot of people will voce for this one, which has the unique distinction of being kid-centric. If we quote every
time someone on the internet hit a home run you're killing me, smog, we'll cross ourselves to the Sultan of SWAT. 'Three Caballeros' If modern audiences know this 1944 animated feature with Donald Duck and his Latin American friends, they probably know if the Gran Fiesta tour attraction at the Mexican Pavilion in
Epcot । But the movie just isn't The Spanish story that pre-dates it is a small world, by 20 years. It's one of the studio's zaniest features, with dazzling funny scenes that look lighter than the Pink Elephants section comparison of Dumbo.  'Waking Sleeping Sleeping Beauty' most of the Disney animated classics at Disney+



hardly need our help being discovered, but believe it or not, there was a time when in the '80s when animation wasn't doing very well for the company at all. Things get worse when a Disney film gets beat by a care beer film at the box office. This documentary tells the story of how studios recovered from that low point to
create a string of classics for a new generation, including The Little Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, Aladdin and the Lion King.  reign. 
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